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MESSAGE FROM OUR CEO, KRIS LINDAHL:

One single Bitcoin is now worth more than one kilogram of Gold! Somewhere Satoshi just did a mic-drop. After such a stellar
performance why did Bitcoin go home early on a Saturday night - because it did not need a third party!

Speaking of missed parties, the UK Chancellor Rishi Sunak announced last month support for the UK’s digital payment and fintech sector,
likely to mitigate the mass-exodus of talented Fintech entrepreneurs now fleeing the UK for the safe crypto havens of Switzerland, given
the UK’s regulatory fumble in cryptocurrency adoption. It’s been an unpleasant environment here for the next generation of financial
innovators. As tempting as it has been to also evacuate the U.K. for safer harbours, we have now launched our very first UK crypto
investment fund last month with external investors, labelled the Falcon Fund, to pay homage to the perfect precision timing of this
majestic bird of prey that hunts overhead our DFC offices in Scotland; even inspiring our very own market-leading trading algo NikolinTM.

We are proud to be pioneering this disruptive technology here, despite the seeming hostility towards crypto in the UK. However, we do
look forward to expanding into Switzerland this summer to obtain the support we require for our global growth strategy. It has been an
eye-opening experience to see how welcome crypto is over there in comparison, and it has certainly shown how far behind the UK now
is when it comes to futureproofing its financial sector. Let’s consider the facts, 90% of the world’s data has been created in the last 5
years! 1 exabyte (1018) of data is created on the internet every day, equivalent to what can be stored on 250m DVDs. Humanity now
produces in 2 days the same amount of data it took us from the dawn of civilisation until 2003 to create! Data is now the new Oil, and
Blockchain technology is the only viable solution for effectively managing and storing exponential data without human error – and crypto
the only viable method to monetise it, for example as with Ethereum.

Bitcoin has perfect financial data management built-in to its automated and flawless monetary governance, is free for all to access
without preferential treatment, thus its use case is beyond question as we gander towards the Turkish Lira, now suffering hyper-
inflation due to poor third-party governance. Leading to a mass public stampede towards Bitcoin that sent the price of 1 BTC soaring to
over $100k in local Turkish P2P markets, because it enabled working families to protect their finances from centralised misgovernance.
A historic moment for humanity. The fall of every great civilisation, from ancient China to Rome, has been monetary misgovernance. Now
we can protect value despite human error! We – the people – can now opt out from any government’s financial misconduct.

Often likened to ‘digital gold’, it is simply a publicly autonomous incorruptible method of storing human ingenuity indiscriminately. The
centralised divisions amongst humanity has now become illusionary with decentralised technology. Because Bitcoin is financial unity.
Therefore, it is not a question of whether to adopt Bitcoin or not, it’s just a question of when, and “the quality of decision is like the well-
timed swoop of a falcon which enables it to strike and destroy its victim” – Sun Tzu, Art of War.

about:blank
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Exclusive: PayPal launches

crypto checkout service

PayPal has started allowing

U.S. consumers to use

cryptocurrency to pay at

millions of its online

merchants globally, a move

that could significantly boost

use of digital assets in

everyday commerce. The

service, will be available at

all of its 29 million

merchants in the coming

months, the company said.

The Person Who Took The

World’s Most Expensive NFT

From Justin Sun’s Hands

Owns an NFT Fund

The sale of EVERYDAYDAYS:

THE FIRST 5000 DAYS at

Christie’s auction house

made history as the

company’s first auction of a

digital art product, the

world’s most expensive NFT

token, and the third most

expensive piece ever sold by

a living artist.

Beeple: Instagram
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Visa Moves to Allow

Payment Settlements in

Cryptocurrency

Visa now accepting USDC

Stablecoins! “We see

increasing demand from

consumers across the world

to be able to access, hold

and use digital currencies

and we’re seeing demand

from our clients to be able to

build products that provide

that access for consumers,”

- Cuy Sheffield, head of

crypto at Visa.

Fidelity to Launch Bitcoin

ETF

Fidelity Investments is

preparing to launch its own

bitcoin exchange-traded

fund as the investment giant

works to cement its clout in

the market for digital assets

and virtual currency.

FD Funds Management

plans to provide financial

backing for an exchange-

traded fund called the “Wise

Origin Bitcoin Trust.”

UK Government Tax

Regulation Update on

Cryptocurrency

HMRC has published

updated guidance for people

who hold cryptoassets (also

known as cryptocurrency),

explaining what taxes they

may need to pay, and what

records they need to keep.

HMRC has also published

further information for

businesses and companies

about the tax treatment of

cryptoasset transactions.

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-crypto-currency-paypal-exclusive-idUSKBN2BM10N
https://cryptopotato.com/owner-worlds-most-expensive-nft-owns-major-fund/
https://www.instagram.com/beeple_crap/
about:blank
https://www.cnbc.com/2021/03/29/visa-moves-to-allow-payment-settlements-using-cryptocurrency.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2021/03/24/fidelity-to-launch-bitcoin-etf-as-investment-giant-builds-its-digital-asset-business-.html
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/tax-on-cryptoassets
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TOP 10 DIGITAL CURRENCY SUMMARY
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Source: coincodex.com Data from Wednesday 31st March 2021

Insert Coincodex Monthly Chart

http://www.digitalfuturecapital.com/
https://coincodex.com/
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DFC employ a proprietary Quantitative Algorithm, named

NikolinTM, providing global market leading cryptocurrency

forecasts.

It utilises a mathematical triangulation of both fundamental

and technical analysis, in combination with statistical

arbitrage.

Here we share select high-level NikolinTM forecasts and

analysis for Bitcoin, the largest digital currency by market

capitalisation.

These forecasts are subject to the most recent market data

and are for educational purposes only – it is not financial

guidance or advice.
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NIKOLIN™ FORECAST: BITCOIN
Currently, our analysis is conducted on the Kraken exchange. Please be aware that prices may vary between exchanges.

Review of Past Monthly Insight (March) – Bullish Correction Confirmed

March resulted in an atypical corrective sequence. Probability favoured a relief rally into the $53-

55K range before declining into a Sub-$45K support zone. However, eager institutional buyers

stepped in quickly to ‘buy the dip’, creating a new ATH at $61.7K. Increasing support levels have

been sustained in the final week of March – bringing this corrective sequence potentially to a

close.

Short-term (1-4 weeks) – Bullish Consolidation

Probabilities favour continued consolidation in the first 1-2 weeks of April, with buyers likely

supporting the $56K-54K range before price discovery resumes with new ATHs. Should this

scenario unfold, the bullish advancement will continue into summer. Otherwise, a lower probability

scenario entails a possible price correction to approx. $42k. Caution is advised in the short-term

until the market resumes a bullish trend, likely by mid-April.

Medium-term (1-3 Months) –Bullish

The market is entering a statistically bullish period for the next 3 months, probability favours price

discovery towards $100k, with the first meaningful downside to occur in Q3 2021. As global

adoption of cryptocurrency is well underway, we anticipate any downside in the medium term to be

buying opportunities.

Long-term (3-12 months) – Bullish

The fundamentals surrounding Bitcoin are exceptionally strong at the moment, and we anticipate

a major bull run towards $100k+ in the next 12 months.

http://www.digitalfuturecapital.com/
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The Fear and Greed Index to the right is an apt indicator of market sentiment to

gauge investment timing.

There are two simple assumptions:

Extreme fear (0) could indicate that investors are in a state of panic, leading

to oversold price conditions.

Extreme Greed (100) the market may be in Euphoria, leading to overbought

conditions.

Analysis:

As Q1 2021 draws to a close, Bitcoin climbed an impressive 104%

from January 1st, adding ca. $30K to it’s value, and crossing over the

$1 trillion market cap level, joining a very exclusive club in valuation.

Alt Coins have enjoyed rapid growth as well, some climbing 1000%+ in

the same period, launching themselves up the ranks of market cap.

We have often wondered if the Fear and Greed Index was ‘stuck’ in

Extreme Greed (as it was created in 2018, we thought it plausible that

this indicator is not calibrated properly for a Bullish Market). However,

given the latest developments in the crypto ecosystem, we can expect

the dial to be deep in the Green Zone for the next few months as

institutional demand increases.

Source: alternative.me
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https://alternative.me/crypto/fear-and-greed-index/
http://www.digitalfuturecapital.com/
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CRYPTO LONGS VS. SHORTS
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Analysis of the Bitcoin Long Vs Short positions is an indication where investors are

placing their capital.

The Bitcoin Bulls are Back!

BTC Longs outweigh Shorts 16.17 : 1

ETH Longs outweigh Shorts 1.44 : 1

Following a fairly flat February in the Bitcoin LvS Ratio, March has come

back with a vengeance. Long positions are being opened and kept on

exchanges as influxes of new users are rapidly entering the crypto

ecosystem.

This metric examines the ratio of Spot Positions on Bitfinex, and gives a

small snapshot into the overall sentiment of the BTC market – it doesn’t

account for the leverage markets which are ever increasing in size.

Ethereum on the other hand does not look quite as bullish on the surface.

However, as the old adage goes ‘looks can be deceiving’.

We are seeing a direct correlation between the number of open long

positions and the number of ETH tokens staked into the ETH2.0 network

as by nature of Staking, the tokens are taken out of circulation and given

back to the network to secure the blockchain (continued)

Data from Data from Wednesday 31st March 2021
Data from TradingView symbol: BTCUSDLONGS, ETHUSDSHORTS, ETHUSDLONGS, BTCUSDSHORTS,

DIGITAL FUTURE CAPITAL CRYPTOCURRENCY MARKET INSIGHTS: PLEASE VISIT WWW.DIGITALFUTURECAPITAL.COM/FOR MORE DETAILS

http://www.digitalfuturecapital.com/


CRYPTO LONGS VS. SHORTS (CONTINUED)
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On the Longs Vs Shorts data on the previous 

slide, we saw a dramatic decline number of 

open Long Positions from November onwards.

The highly anticipated Ethereum upgrade to 

ETH2.0 has changed the blockchain from a 

Proof-of-Work (PoW) to a Proof-of-Stake (PoS).

The rapid accumulation of ETH in late 2020 

appears to have been in preparation for 

staking, which provides a passive income, in 

ETH, between 12% and 7% (early Staking 

adopters secured higher yields).

While it remains entirely possible that we see a 

resurgence of open Long Positions in ETH, we 

will likely require a change of trend in ETH2.0 

Staking contracts.

In brief: “What is Staking?”

Staking is the process of actively participating 

in transaction validation (similar to mining) on 

a proof-of-stake (PoS) blockchain. On these 

blockchains, anyone with a minimum-required 

balance of a specific cryptocurrency can 

validate transactions and earn Staking 

rewards.

Staking Options 

made available 

Early adopters 

benefitting from higher 

yields

http://www.digitalfuturecapital.com/


TRADITIONAL STOCK MARKET OVERVIEW: NEUTRAL
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Analysis of the Traditional Stock Markets provide an indication of the state

of the world economy and any correlations to crypto market price action.

A brief overview of the selected markets:

• Gold (XAUUSD): a historical “safe haven” asset – typically 

climbs during times of crisis.

• Crude Oil (UKOIL): Indicator of economic activity; fall in prices 

reduces the cost of production and sales for 

businesses. 

• FTSE100  (UKX): UK macro economic business index.

• S&P500 (SPX) US macro economics business index.

• SSE (000001): Shanghai  Stock Exchange – Chinese macro 

economics

• JPX (NI225): Japanese Exchange Group – Japanese macro 

economics

Data from Wednesday 31st March 2021

Market ID Price Comments Month Ahead

Gold/USD 1707.4 Near-term forecast landed true and Gold just closed into its 3rd consecutive

bearish monthly close. The lower time frames showing potential for some upside

on the horizon in April – however, the demand for Gold is largely diminished

thanks to Bitcoin! Too early to call an upside trend continuation.

Corrective

Brent

Crude

63.01 Last month’s call for a corrective March was looking questionable in the middle

of the month, however – overbought conditions are often destined for corrective

downside as was the case towards the end of the month. We can expect at least

one more month of a corrective stance before Oil looks to find new footing to

breakout of a multiyear downtrend.

Corrective

UKX 6713.6 We were looking for further bearishness from the FTSE100 last month, however

the market found support and the good news around the UK’s Vaccine Campaign

brought the market higher, we can expect this market to continue upwards to the

7000+ range in the months to come.

Cautiously 

Bullish 

SPX 3972.9 The US Markets have been bolstered by the $1.9Trillion Stimulus Package

delivered by the Biden Administration. Whilst US Government Bond Yields remain

low, we can expect the primary US indexes to continue climbing.
Cautiously 

Bullish 

SSE 3441.6 Despite a bearish monthly close for the Chinese markets following renewed trade

tensions between China and the USA (US Homeland Security has added a

number of Chinese firms to a no-trade list and subsequently dropped from the US

markets) this market has got a long way to go to the upside. We can expect some

very large moves to the upside this year.

Bullish 

JPX 28966.1 The Japanese Market has been continuing it’s climb as the Japanese Economy is

largely back to normal. Japans GDP slumped during the Covid crisis for the first

time in 11 years, and has since rebounded extremely well – a true demonstration

of combined efforts to quell the pandemic and return to normal as soon as

possible.

Bullish 

Source: CNN Fear and Greed Index
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Insert Traditional Market FGI

https://money.cnn.com/data/fear-and-greed/
http://www.digitalfuturecapital.com/


BLOCKCHAIN BASICS: COMING TO A COMPUTER NEAR YOU!… WEB 3.0
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The World Wide Web: the endless stream of binary 

code which connects us all. 1s and 0s flickering at 

the speed of light – encrypting and decrypting vast 

troves of information which has transformed life as 

we know it.

However, unbeknownst to some – the Web has been 

quietly evolving, growing in utility and function.

Web1.0 was predominantly comprised static web 

pages (personal pages and blogs) with little or no 

user interaction, but laid the groundwork for the web 

we know today.

Web2.0 allows a user to contribute to the site's 

content by commenting on published articles, 

making the websites dynamic – this concept covers 

almost every aspect of the internet we use today. 

Interaction between users is the key evolutionary 

step - but where do we go from here?

“I have a dream for the Web [in which computers] become capable of analysing all the data on the Web – the content, links, and transactions

between people and computers. A "Semantic Web", which makes this possible, has yet to emerge, but when it does, the day-to-day mechanisms of

trade, bureaucracy and our daily lives will be handled by machines talking to machines. The "intelligent agents" people have touted for ages will

finally materialize.” Sir Berners-Lee, 1999 (Creator of the World Wide Web)

"Semantic Web" is sometimes used as a synonym for "Web 3.0“ has started to emerge 

as a movement away from the centralisation of services like search, social media and 

chat applications that are dependent on a single organisation to function.

It is clear to see that the natural progression of the Internet and the early pioneers of 

Cryptocurrency share a common vision: decentralised and self-governing transfer of 

data. In the Crypto-ecosystem, a number of projects are preparing the infrastructure for 

the eventual evolution of Web 3.0 services, a few examples include:

• Basic Attention Token (BAT): The blockchain driver behind Brave Browser. 

• Chainlink (LINK): Blockchain Oracle Services.

• Decentraland (MANA): Virtual Reality Marketplace

• Filecoin (FIL): Blockchain Data Storage

• Livepeer (LPR): Decentralised Video Streaming and Data Storage

Although the change from Web 2.0 to 3.0 will be gradual, future generations will enjoy 

the tranquil society built, and optimised, by machine learning and AI on the Semantic 

Web.

Sounds like science fiction right? Far fetched perhaps? This futuristic 

vision came from the creator of the World Wide Web himself!

http://www.digitalfuturecapital.com/
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We are approx. here

2007

http://www.digitalfuturecapital.com/


BEHIND THE BLOCKCHAIN: THE WONDERFUL WORLD OF NFT’S
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But, what is an NFT?

A Non-Fungible Token, or NFT, is a unique unit of data stored on the blockchain. This data 

unit can represent (virtually) anything… virtual! 

NFT can be used to create artificial scarcity of a digital creative work by making only one 

NFT of that work with a unique signature, NFTs of artworks are therefore similar to 

autographed items (and can be verified as genuine works via the blockchain).

NFTs are not new in the Crypto ecosystem, the first iteration of unique digital assets were 

created as early as 2014 by Etheria – which featured unique digital building blocks; but it 

would be in 2017 where the digital artwork phenomenon would take hold with the 

emergence of CryptoPunks and Cryptokitties, Ethereum based collectables, some of which 

have now soared in speculative value.

Recently, Christie's auction house sold the first-ever NFT artwork — a collage of digital 

images, named “Everydays: The First 5000 Days”, by the digital artist Beeple, for a breath-

taking  $69.3 million. Yes. That’s right, the JPEG image on the right was sold for 69.3 

million dollars ($15 million more than Monet’s painting “Nymphéas” sold in 2014.)

This is where NFTs get a little bit confusing: the digital artwork can be replicated an infinite 

amount of times – but the nature of the blockchain token behind the NFT gives you 

something that cannot be reproduced – the ownership of the work.

(In order) CryptoPunks, 

Cryptokitties, Hashmasks

and Decentraland

wearables

Whilst the future of how digital art is exchanged remains to be seen – the technology behind NFTs is here to stay. We may start to see ownership titles for 

houses and cars etc, being bought and sold via the blockchain. Potentially alleviating the need for paperwork (or even lawyers) to record the transfer of 

ownership. One thing is for sure, the future is digital and NFTs will make record-keeping paperless. 

Everydays, by Beeple

*We’re confident Claude Monet would be 

as intrigued about NTFs as we are!

http://www.digitalfuturecapital.com/
https://www.latimes.com/entertainment/arts/culture/la-et-cm-monet-painting-auction-20140626-story.html
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ABOUT DIGITAL FUTURE CAPITAL

Click Here
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7QuIOhSvqm0
http://www.digitalfuturecapital.com/
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“Cryptocurrency Market Insight” (the report) by Digital Future Capital (DFC) is a report focusing on cryptocurrency, blockchain and fintech projects. Information published in 

the report aims to inform and educate the public about developments in the market for the rapidly emerging cryptocurrency industry.

All content that is published is for informational / educational purposes only and no content is intended to be a recommendation for making financial transactions or 

investments. We do not provide financial advice and are not responsible for losses in the market 

• We have made every reasonable effort to ensure that the information in the report is accessible, accurate and up-to-date, but subject to technical problems, errors and 

inaccurate information may occur. 

• Investing in cryptocurrency and technology companies involves considerable risk. To understand the risk you are exposed to, we recommend that you perform your own 

analyses and seek advice from an independent and approved financial advisor before deciding to take action. Investments also have tax consequences that you must take 

responsibility for investigating and living.

• We disclaim any responsibility for expenses, losses (both direct and indirect) or damage arising from, or in any way related to, the use of information in this report. You, 

the user, are fully responsible for your own investment activities. 
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Empowering Economic Evolution
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